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Abstract – Costing of software is a critical activity that is
performed by project manager or in some case by Business
analyst. Projects are overrun due to erroneous estimation
and budget. Therefore, its result is the cancellation or failure
of in time project delivery. SW costing is done according to
size, effort and schedule (time). These parameter has been
changed throughout in the development cycle therefore it is
difficult to measure exact/actual cost at the starting of the sw
development. Actual software costing depends on the right
estimated cost of project that should be estimated at early
phases of SDLC. This research focus on the methodologies
that can help to estimate right costing on the basis of
functional requirements of the project during early phases of
SW development. A survey is performed that make sure that
how software estimation can be done in early stage of
software development.

Keywords – SW Costing, SDLC, SW Development,
Software Development.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software costing estimation is the activity that is
performed in Sw project management. Sw project
managemt is responsible to perform such activites that
control sw development cycle in terms of budgeting and
scheduling. Therefore product will be prepared in budget
and its delivery in time could be possible.

The estimation process includes size estimation, effort
estimation, developing initial project schedules and finally
estimating overall cost of the project[3].

Software cost estimation process is used to predicting
the resources required for a software development process.
It is used to forecast that how much a project will take
time to complete and it also discover the number of people
who take part to complete a project. It is the task of
balancing the expectations of stakeholders and the need
for control while the project is implemented [2]. Software
costing is done in terms of size, efforts and schedule.
Software cost starts at the proposal state and continues
throughout the life time of a project[3].

According [14], basic parameter of project cost is the
size of project although others parameter including
programmer ability, experience of the developer’s area,
complexity of the project and reliability requirements also
effect on project costing.

In order to manage budget and schedule of software
projects, a variety of software estimation models have
been developed. There are many estimation techniques
which are categorize as algorithmic and non algorithmic.
Following table is extracted from [2,3,4,5,6,7,8] and it
shows different cost estimation models and their
description.

Table 1: Estimation technique, models and description
Estimation Type
(Algorithmic/ Non
algorithmic)

Model Model description Estimation in size, effort and
schedule

Algorithmic Algorithmic
cost

Cost is estimated as a mathematical function of product,
project and process attributes whose values are estimated
by project managers.

 Effort estimation

Non algorthmic
Expert
judgment

One or more experts in both software development and
the application domain use their experience to predict
software costs. They each estimate the project cost. These
estimates are compared and discussed. The estimation
process iterates until an agreed estimate is reached.

 Effort estimation
 Size estimation
 Schedule estimation

Non algorthmic
Estimation by
analogy

The cost of a project is computed by comparing the
project to a similar project in the same application
domain. The cost of a new project is estimated by
analogy with these completed projects.

 Effort estimation
 Size estimation
 Schedule estimation

Non algorthmic
Parkinson’s
Law

According to Parkinson’s Law cost is determined by
available resources.
If the software has to be delivered in 12 months and 5
people are available, the effort required is estimated to be
60 person-months.

 Effort estimation

Non algorthmic Pricing to win The software cost is estimated to be whatever the
customer has available to spend on the project. The
estimated effort depends on the customer’s budget and
not on the software
functionality
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According to [2], Software engineering cost (and
schedule) models and estimation techniques are used for a
number of purposes. These include:
 Budgeting
 Tradeoff and risk analysis
 Project planning and control
 Software improvement investment analysis

This research focus to predict sw costing in the early
phase of sw development life cycle and give a
methodology which calculate estimated sw costing,
nearest to actual costing.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Software development is the structure process that is
decomposed into different stages, starting from planning
phase (performed by Project manager) and end to the
implementation of required sw product. Therefore
software project may involve hundreds of people, and may
span over many years [14].SW costing is the part of sw
planning which is performed by SW project manager and
higher authorities of the organization. No exact estimation
is calculated in the planning phase although rough
estimation is created by applying different methodologies
of cost estimation. One main reason of project cancellation
is to provide inaccurate calculation of project costing in
earlier phase as project cost increased according to the
change in project sizing. Customers expect actual
development costs to be in line with estimated costs [3].

According to [14], The basic input for Effort estimation
is size of the project and it is measured in KDLOC(kilo
delivered lines of code). Effort Estimations are determined
in terms of person-months (PM), which can be translated
into actual dollar cost.

Research work [4],[11] and [14] provide sw costing in
terms of effort estimation although they used different
methodologies and techniques. Efforts’s estimations
depends on the size of the source code that is finalized in
coding phase of SDLC. It is determined in terms of
person-months (PM).

[4] proposed an approach, based on reasoning by
analogy, fuzzy logic and linguistic quantifiers, which can
be effectively used when the software projects are
described by categorical and or numerical data.

By [11], research has been carried out to relate the effort
empirically to the product size, with the effort being
commonly expressed in Project Months (PM) and the size
in Kilo Lines of Code (KLOC) or in Functions Points
(FP). Typical models used to express this relationship are
of the form:

PM = c + a Size b ------ (1)
where a, b, and c in equation (1) are determined by
regression analysis using a collection of project outcomes.
See table 1 in[11].

The terminology used in [11] is that of the COCOMO II
model. COCOMO II represents an update to the original
COCOMO 81 work [11,3] to account for contemporary
development practices.

In research [6], researchers describe composite
technique for effort estimation. These techniques include

Use case points and Function points Analysis. In trun this
enabled a suitable software estimation effort for agile
software development methodology [6].

In [5,6,7,8,9,20],a discussion is done over Function
point and Object Point Analysis. Function is something
that transforms inputs into outputs. Function Point
representing the amount of function delivered in a system.
It could be applied early in a product’s life cycle. It is
independent of source code/language and Programming
environment.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Following table is extracted from [1], which gives the
result from the survey of different organization.

Table 2: Failing of software projects
Name Reporte

d year
Failures

%
schedule

Budget
%

Requirement
%

TCS (Tata
consultancy

services)

2007 62% 47-
49%

41%

Avande
research
report

2007 66% 49% 51%

ESSU
(Europian

service
strategy unit)

2007 33% 57% 33% - 45%

According to the Survey conducted by Standish Group,
 84 % of all software projects do not finish on time and

within budget.
 8000 projects in US in 1995
 More than 3o % of all projects were cancelled
 189 % over budget

According to above mentioned facts, one main reason of
project failure is inaccurate estimation.

Sw project management is responsible to perform such
activites that control sw development cycle in terms of
budgeting and scheduling hence product will be prepared
in budget and its delivery in time will be possible. At the
early satge of sw development, not exact costing of sw
according to size, effort and time can be described.

Fig.1. Software costing factors
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By [2], Software development costs continue to increase
and practitioners continually express their concerns over
their ability to predict accurately the costs involved. If
project manager is getting failed to control the situation, it
leads to the cancellation of project. There are many factors
which create variation in sizing of project and efforts
involved in this regard.

One of the software costing factors is Requirement
variant which include requirements understanability,
Requiremnts consistency and change in user’s need.

IV. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

The main objective of this research is find how an
accurate estimated cost in terms of sizing can be
determined in early phase of sw development. For this
purpose different cost models are studies and we consider
that it is not possible to find 100% accurate costing in the
staring or planning phase of sw development. However an
estimated costing can be done to give an idea of original
costing to customer and development organization.

A survey is done and different questions are asked to the
requirement engineers and software engineers, working in
different software houses. In the light of this survey,
methodology for getting estimated costing is proposed.
3.2 Problem resolution

Vague requirement is the one of the major source of
software cost variability. We will focus requirement phase
and apply FPA on the validated and agreed set of SRS and
will find software costing in term of sizing. FPA is applied
on the functional requirement of SRS.

Fig.2. Process of software costing in RE

4.0 Proposed methodology
Requirement gathering process is the first stage of Sw

development. In this stage software requirements (of the
system to be developed) are gathered from customer and
analyzed by requirement engineers and an agreed set of
Software requirement is documented and signoff.

Research demonstrate that mostly projects are failed
because Requirement gathering process is not perform
properly[17]. The success of a software system depends on
how well it fits the needs of its users and its environment.
Successful requirement process involves understanding the
needs of users, customers, and other stakeholders and

understanding the contexts in which to-be-developed
software will be used.

An agreed set of requirement document is well tested
through UML diagrams. For the estimated software
costing, we will work on a case study. In this case study,
requirements are represented in class diagram and then
FPA is applied on class diagram.
4.1 Function Point Analysis (FPA)

Functional point analysis is an ISO recognized method
to measure the functional size of an information system.
The functional size reflects the amount of functionality
that is relevant to and recognized by the user in the
business. It is independent of the technology used to
implement the system. FPA expresses the functional size
of an information system in a number of function points
for example: the size of a system is 314 fp's.
FPA is used to measure
 To budget the annual maintenance costs of the

application portfolio.
 To determine project productivity after completion of

the project.
 To determine the Software Size for cost estimating
4.2 Function Points Calculation

Function Points are counted in terms of five user
function types which are divided into two categories of
Transaction function and Data function.

Table 3: Function Type Complexity Weights
Function

type
Complexity Weight

Low Average High
EI 3 4 6
EO 4 5 7
EQ 3 4 6
EIF 5 7 10
ILF 7 10 15

a) Transaction Functions
1. Input functions: Each user input that provides distinct

application oriented data to the software is counted. For
example, Data Input Fields, Error Messages,
Calculated Values, Buttons

2. Output functions: Each user output that provides
application oriented information to the user is counted.
In this context "output" refers to reports, screens, error
messages, etc. Individual data items within a report are
not counted separately.

3. Inquires: An inquiry is defined as an on-line input that
results in the generation of some immediate software
response in the form of an on-line output. Each distinct
inquiry is counted. For example, Input Side - field used
to search by, the click of the mouse. Output side -
displayed fields on a screen.

b) Data Function
1. Internal logical files (ILF): Each losgical file is

counted.
2. External interfaces files (EIF): All machine-

readable interfaces that are used to transmit
information to another system are counted.
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Definition of some necessary terms
1. Record Element Type (RET): A RET is user

recognizable sub group of data elements within an ILF
or an EIF. It is best to look at logical groupings of data
to help identify them.

2. File Type Referenced (FTR): A FTR is a file type
referenced by a transaction. An FTR must also be an
internal logical file or external interface file.

3. Data Element Type (DET): A DET is a unique user
recognizable, non-recursive (non-repetitive) field. A
DET is information that is dynamic and not static. A
dynamic field is read from a file or created from DET’s
contained in a FTR. Additionally, a DET can invoke
transactions or can be additional information regarding
transactions. If a DET is recursive then only the first
occurrence of the DET is considered not every
occurrence.

Complexity of user function type
Each user function type is classified as low, average and

high complexities. Its numeric rating is started from 3 to
15.Complexity for each Transactional Function Type (EI,
EO and EQ) is determined by File Types Referenced
(FTR) and DET –

Table 4: Complexity Table for Data Functions
FTR DET

0-19 20-50 50 or more
0-1 Low Low Average
2-5 Low Average High

6 or more Average High High

Table 5: Complexity Table for EI
FTR DET

1-4 5-15 16 or more
0-1 Low Low Average
2 Low Average High

3 or more Average High High

UML Class diagram
Class diagrams are visual representations of the static

structure and composition of a particular system using the
conventions set by the Unified Modeling Language
(UML). Class diagrams are used as a way of simplifying
how objects in a system interact with each other. Using
class diagrams, it is easier to describe all the classes,
packages, and interfaces that constitute a system and how
these components are interrelated. The following figure is
an example of a simple class diagram:
Relationships in Class Diagrams

Classes are interrelated to each other in specific ways.
Relationships in class diagrams include different types of
logical connections. The following are such types of
logical connections.

 Association
 Multiplicity
 Aggregation
 Composition
 Inheritance/Generalization
Implementation process

This study will be implemented through a case
study[21] about Automated Teller Machine (ATM). A
Software requirements Specification describes the purpose
of the ATM system and what it must do.

According to SRS, In a local bank, each user can have
only one account at the bank and bank intends to install a
new automated teller machine (ATM) to allow bank
Customers(users) to perform following basic transactions.
 view their account balance
 withdraw cash
 deposit funds
ATM user interface must have
 a screen that displays messages to the user
 a keypad that receives numeric input from the user
 a cash dispenser that dispenses cash to the user

Table 6: Complexity Table for EO and EQ
FTR DET

0-19 20-50 50 or more
0-1 Low Low Average
2-3 Low Average High

4 or more Average High High

 A deposit slot that receives deposit envelopes from the
user.

 The cash dispenser begins each day loaded with 500 $20
bills.

.
Fig.3. ATM machine
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Fig.4. Class diagram for ATM

Table 7: External input and output for ATM
External Input External Output
Welcome Screen takes
input account number
and pin code

Error message for wrong account
number or pin code. Retry.

Main Menu take input
choice

Error message if machine is out of
order

Ask for amount to be
withdrawn

Dispense money (notification for
user to take amount from cash
dispenser)

Ask for amount to be
deposit

Error message if sufficient amount
is not available for withdrawn

Enter Deposit money
envelop

Error message if amount is
incorrectly entered e.g. 2350

Ask for generate slip Maximum attempts to enter pin and
account number have been made

Menu of account types
to transfer amount to

Receive Slip (notification for user to
take receipt)

Menu of account types
to transfer from

Error message if deposited envelope
is not received

Required information
for actual amount
transfer

Thank you Screen

Do you want to
perform any other
transaction?

Failure of a transaction due to user
cancellation or for any other reason

User can cancel any
transaction
Total External input
=11

Total External output = 10

Table 8: External Interface, files and inquiry for ATM
External Interfaces External Files External Inquiry

Printer Customer Balance Inquiry
Result

System Clock Account
Bank’s Network Transaction
Bank Application
Software

ATM Card

Bank Database Transaction
Details

External Interfaces
= 5

External Files = 5 External Inquiry=
1
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Method of calculating the Function Point
Function point calculation involves the following steps:

1. Evaluate the Total Unadjusted Function Point Value
(TUFPV)

2. Evaluate the Value Adjustment Factor as
VAF = [0.65 + (0.01 * TGC)]

3. Apply the VAF to TUFPV to calculate Adjusted
Function Point Value (AFPV)

Once the TUFPV has been calculated, the resulting
count is then adjusted based on the complexity of the
system defined by a set of general system characteristics
(GSCs)

Fourteen GSCs are rated from zero to five, based on
their degree of influence on the application as shown in
Table

Table 12: Complexity of GSCs for ATM
S.No General System Characteristics

(GSC)
Level of

complexity
(0 to 5)

1 Does the system require reliable
backup and recovery?

5

2 Are data communications required? 5

3 Are there distributed processing
functions?

4

4 Is performance critical? 5

5 Will the system run in an existing,
heavuly utilized operational
enviroment?

5

6 Does the system require on-line data
entry?

5

7 Does the on-line data entry require the
input transaction to be build over
multiple screens or operations?

5

8 Are the master files updated online? 5

9 Are the input, outputs, files or
inquiries complex?

2

10 Is the internal processing complex? 4

11 Is the code designed to be reusable? 5

12 Are conversions and installation
included in the design?

3

13 Is the system designed for multiple
installations in different
organizations?

0

14 Is the applications designed to
facilitate change and ease of use?

4

Total = TGS 57

Table 13: Calculation of TUFPV
Type Low A H Sub Total

EI 11*3=33 0*4 0*6 33
EO 10*4=40 0*5 0*7 40
EQ 1*3=3 0*4 0*6 3
ILF 1*7=7 2*10=20 2*15=30 57
EIF 2*5=10 0*7 3*10=30 40

Total 173

VAF = 0.65+0.01*TGC
TGC = 57
VAF = 1.22
AFPV = VAF*TUFPV

AFPV = 1.22 * 173
AFPV = 211.06≃211
AFPV is the size estimation of functional requirements.

V. CONCLUSION

The result of this research is to present how it is possible
to predict accurate estimated software costing in early
phase of software development. Research shows that the
one reason behind cancellation of projects is that actual
costing is too much high than estimated costing. As
customers expect actual development costs to be in line
with estimated cost.

According to the survey, 70% of the requirement ant
software engineers are agreed that class diagram give
detail all functional models that are used in the project to
be developed. We use FPA with UML class diagram. With
the help of class diagram, we find all the functional
modules in early stage of software development cycle and
get number of input screen, external output internal logical
file, interface file and inquris, without these parameter
FPA can’t be applied.
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